Reminder About Name Change: Secretary Pompeo announced on Tuesday,
November 5th that the United States Diplomacy Center has changed its name to
the National Museum of American Diplomacy (NMAD). This change reflects this
institution’s status as the nation’s first and only museum dedicated to telling the
story of the history, practice and challenges of American diplomacy.

A Commemoration for the 30th Anniversary of the Fall of
the Berlin Wall
The Diplomacy Center Foundation hosted a commemoration for the 30th
anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall featuring Secretary of State Michael
R. Pompeo, the Honorable James A. Baker, III, 61st U.S. Secretary of
State, and Her Excellency Emily M. Haber, Ambassador of Germany to the
United States. The evening also honored Secretary Baker with the
Foundation’s inaugural Excellence in Diplomacy award. Read more.

The National Museum of American Diplomacy debuts a new
exhibit, The Berlin Wall, and launches online interactive
timeline
In honor of the 30th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall, NMAD opened
a new exhibit in the lower level exploring the history and significance of the
Berlin Wall. A new online interactive timeline dives deeper into this
critical period of the Cold War utilizing the experiences of American
diplomats, historical footage, and artifacts in the collection. Read more.

“Diplomacy After Hours” Happy Hour Features New NMAD
Exhibits
On November 13, NMAD hosted its Diplomacy After Hours happy hour,

inviting the international diplomatic community, staff from Capitol Hill, and
Smithsonian Exhibits, NMAD’s partner in developing its current exhibits.
The evening served as a celebration for months of work for the many
partners involved in the exhibit and a glimpse into the exciting stories and
artifacts that the museum will feature when completed Representatives from
many countries expressed interest in creating similar exhibits or museums
about diplomacy in their countries. Get your timed pass to the exhibit.

Honoring Patti Morton, the
first female special agent
NMAD honors the life of Patricia Anne
(Patti) Morton (1935 – 2019), the first
female Diplomatic Security special
agent at the State Department. Learn
more about her remarkable service to
our country. Read more.

NMAD debuts MADI, state-of-the-art in-museum mobile
technology

This November, NMAD launched the Museum of American Diplomacy Eye, or
MADI, an award winning in-gallery museum guide that uses image recognition on
personal smartphones to scan artifacts as visitors explore galleries, instantly
unlocking exclusive interviews with diplomats and insider content. Read more.

Signup for Friday tours
Discover how our nation’s diplomats protect the American people and advance
security, prosperity, democracy, and development to benefit our country.
Diplomacy is Our Mission will be open to the public for scheduled tours on
Fridays at 10 am and 1 pm. Free timed passes are required. Get yours.
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